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Social Media Business
Challenges
The Volume
and Limited
Resources
Huge Social Volume
• Brands only dedicate
so many resources
($$$)
• Never get to 100% of
the mentions
• Tons of time spent on
reading and tagging
posts

Determining
What Is
Actionable…

Training to Spot
Opportunities &
Crises

Actionable vs.
Non Actionable
• With so much volume,
how do you get to the
important posts?
• How do you filter out
the noise?
• How do you prioritize
posts?

Amplifying the Positive
• How do you engage
with celebrities and
influencers?
• How do you spread
the brand love?
Protect the Brand from
Potential Crisis
• Social makes it easy
for the wrong post to
gain momentum and
go viral

Bridging the
Gap – Care |
Marketing | PR
Breaking Down Silos
• Social media is an
asset the whole
enterprise can
leverage
• The question of “who
owns it”—marketing
or customer service—
usually creates
problems

Meet Generation C
If you’re only targeting millennials with your social media campaigns, you are missing out on the biggest
demographic—Generation C (the Connected Consumer). Today’s Generation C is changing today’s
customer experience (CX) culture. This demographic is not an age group—it’s an attitude and mindset.
Social media is a key mode of consumer engagement for this consumer group. Here are some Think with
Google stats on Generation C:
• These customers don’t just passively consume—90% create online content at least once a month.
• They’re passionate brand advocates—two-thirds of them agree that “If there is a brand I love, I tend to tell
everyone about it.”
• They’re active consumers—in fact, 56% have taken action after watching ads for a product or service on
YouTube.
• They’re regular YouTube users—76% of Gen C visit YouTube weekly and 36% visit daily.
• A total 55% of these consumers say they’re connected to 100 or more people through social sites,
while 15% are connected to 500+ people.

Gen C are enthusiastic early adopters and passionate brand advocates—capable of becoming a brand’s
biggest spenders and influencers.
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HGS EPIC™ Social Care,
Defined
The Old Way

HGS EPIC™

HGS EPIC™ Social Care Framework

Engage

Protect

Inform

Create

Experienced team
engages customers

Develop Crisis Plan,
if required

Provide actionable
intelligence

Enhance brand
reputation

• Faster response times
• Higher response rates
• Owned and earned
content
• Creative, authentic
responses
• Resolution in channel
• Drive to purchase
• 24/7/365 Coverage
• Options to scale if
needed
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• Stop fake news,
rumors
• Minimize negative
brand sentiment
• Maintain company
valuation
• Protect IP and
trademarks
• Ensure brand
guidelines are
being met

• Owned and earned
analysis
• Product, customer,
and employee
insights
• Immediate alerts for
potential crises
• Weekly, monthly
reports
• Competitor listening
• Emerging brand
trends
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• Create memorable
moments and amplify
opportunities
• Create engaging
content
• Build relationships
with influencers
• Generate earned
media coverage for
moments that matter
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How We Do It
Our HGS EPIC™ Social Care playbook comprises four chapters:
Evaluate

Design & Build

Implement

The HGS EPIC™ Social
Care team will conduct
a current state social
assessment and do
a deep dive into the
brand’s reputation to
include top contact
drivers, volumes,
response process, and
missed opportunities.

The HGS EPIC™ Social
Care team will design
the social media
playbook to include
rules of engagement,
strategic process,
technology workflow
design, QA scorecard,
reporting cadence
and dashboards, and
establishment of KPIs.

Our team recruits the
right talent, has an
established training
curriculum, project
management team,
and tenured operations
leadership team to
ensure deadlines and
KPIs are met.

Optimize
Once live, our
talented team will
continually optimize
the social care
program in terms of
content prioritization,
automation and
tagging, workflow,
escalation and
staffing.

HGS EPIC™ Social Care:
Our VoC Approach
Capturing the Voice of the Customer
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Hiring and Training to Deliver
HGS EPIC™ Social Care
Experiences
Hiring the right talent for a social care program is critical. In addition to empathy and problem solving,
the skill set needed to implement HGS EPIC™ social care includes strong creativity, critical thinking skills,
fantastic typing, spelling and grammar skills, and great communication skills.
Training programs for social care advocates are particularly important due to the public nature of
conducting customer service on social media for all to read, including news and media outlets. Curriculum
should include training on how to spot a brand crisis (before it becomes a crisis); how to craft creative and
authentic responses that utilize the brand voice; how to engage with influencers; how to follow the rules
of engagement; when to escalate; how to use the social engagement platform; and how to resolve the top
contact drivers. In addition, social media care advocates should be trained on when and how to use emojis
in responses. Emojis add lightheartedness or a personal touch and show humor and happiness.

The Ideal Agent Profile
• Naturally empathic
• Great communication skills
• Good problem solvers
• Creative and witty
• Fantastic spelling and grammar
• Great typing skills

Assessing Their Social
Savvy-ness
Before Making the Hiring Decision
• Choose the best-fit response
• Vet profiles
• Interpret social slang/spelling and typo errors

• Tech savvy, and digital
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Training Curriculum
A three-week training program to review the following:
• Learning the brand, the customer, and policies

• Spotting a brand crisis

• Understanding top contact drivers

• Escalating

• Following the “Rules of Engagement Manual”

• Engaging with influencers

• Vetting a profile

• Using tools / process workflow

• Crafting authentic and engaging responses

• Logging a case for resolution

• Writing using the brand voice

• Using emojis for sentiment, tone and empathy

Measuring and Monitoring
HGS EPIC™ Social Care
To measure EPIC™, the brand must focus on analyzing experiences that help to build brand reputation –
these are responses that get shared, liked, and receive positive comments. To achieve these experiences,
brands must focus on resolution, amplifying the positive, and protecting the brand.

Measuring Quality

Dashboards for Productivity

Responses, processes, and procedures

What to measure in real time:

• Review the post

• Total mentions

• Vet the profile

• Total removed by artificial intelligence

• Follow the workflow process

• Total engageable posts

• Assess issue resolution

• Number of touches

• Assess writing skills

• Number of responses

• Help the brand

• Response rate

• Fatal – results in immediate failure
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How to Measure
Resolution

How to Measure
Amplification

• CSAT/NPS Surveys

• Shares

• Macros – Closed, Responded

• Likes

• Macros – Closed, No Response Required

• Retweets

• Macros – Closed, Irrelevant

• Comments

• Cases Opened vs. Cases Closed

• Blogged About

• Initial Response Time and Time to Resolution

• Videos Created About
• Media/News Chatter

How to Measure Brand Protection
How to measure in real time…
• The moment a potential reputation risk or threat of harm is posted, it should be flagged for urgent
reaction. This not only helps prevent harm to the company and to their employees, but prepares the
brand for how to respond to the publicity around any incident, before it goes viral.
• We measure:
−− Time to Identification
−− Time to Resolution (when applicable)
−− Sentiment Shift away from Negative
−− Reduction of Topic Volume
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HGS EPIC™ Social Care:
Some of Our Recognitions

Best Social Media Brand in
the Home & Living category

Business to Business
Services

HGS won this award for our 5-year handling of endto-end digital solutions.. HGS excelled at creating
solutions within new trends such as moment
marketing, digital videos, interactive content etc.

We received this award for the Social
Media Customer Care that Transforms
Business and Delivers Growth.

Awarded for Intelligent
Innovation
by TMC and CUSTOMER magazine for customer
experience innovation.
Recognized as “a best in class company
setting the standard in delivering
exceptional customer experiences”.

HGS won for Intelligent Innovation and Social
Media Solutions.

About HGS
A global leader in business process management (BPM) and optimizing the customer experience lifecycle, HGS is helping make its
clients more competitive every day. HGS combines technology-powered services in automation, analytics and digital with domain
expertise focusing on back office processing, contact centers and HRO solutions to deliver transformational impact to clients.
Visit www.teamhgs.com to learn how HGS can help make your business more competitive.
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